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TROPICAL PLANAR NETWORKS
STE´PHANE GAUBERT AND ADI NIV
Abstract. We show that every tropical totally positive matrix can be uniquely represented as the
transfer matrix of a canonical totally connected weighted planar network.
We deduce a uniqueness theorem for the factorization of a tropical totally positive in terms of
elementary Jacobi matrices.
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1. Introduction
1.1. Motivation and context. A real matrix is said to be totally positive (resp. totally nonnegative)
if all its minors are positive (resp. nonnegative). Matrices that are totally nonnegative and that have
a totally positive power, a.k.a, oscillatory matrices, go back to the work of Gantmacher and Krein,
see [GK35], and also [And87, §4]. Totally nonnegative matrices arise in several classical fields, like
probability theory [KM59] or approximation theory (see e.g. [GM96]). they have appeared in the
theory of canonical bases for quantum groups [BFZ96]. We refer the reader to the monograph by
Fallat and Johnson [FJ11] or to the survey by Fomin and Zelevinski [FZ00] for more information.
In [GN18], we investigated the tropical analogues of totally positive and totally nonnegative matrices.
Tropical totally nonnegative matrices can be defined as images by the nonarchimedean valuation of
totally nonnegative matrices over a real closed nonarchimedean field, like the field of Puiseux series
with real coefficients. Alternatively, tropical totally nonnegative matrices can be defined by requiring
their minors to be “nonnegative” in the tropical sense. We showed that these two approaches yield the
same class of matrices, which is nothing but the set of (opposite of) Monge matrices, a classical family
of matrices arising in combinatorial optimization and optimal transport [BKR96]. Monge matrices
are defined by requiring only the tropical nonpositivity of 2 × 2 minors. They can be identified to
submodular functions defined on a finite two-dimensional grid.
A fundamental feature of classical totally nonnegative matrices arises when considering elementary
operations on matrices, encoded by Jacobi matrices: any invertible totally nonnegative matrix can
be factored as a product of elementary Jacobi matrices with nonnegative entries. This result is best
understood in terms of planar networks: one can associate to a weighted planar network with n sources
and n targets a transfer matrix. This matrix encodes the sums of weights of paths between pairs of
source and target nodes. Then, any product of Jacobi matrices can be realized as the transfer matrix
of a planar network. Furthermore, classical results of Loewner and Whitney show that there is a
canonical choice of planar network leading to a parametrization result: every totally positive matrix
is represented in a unique way by positive weights in this planar network, see [Loe55], [Whi52], and
Theorem 12 of [FZ00].
We observed in [GN18] that, in the tropical setting, totally nonnegative matrices can still be repre-
sented as tropical transfer matrices of planar networks, or as a product of tropical elementary Jacobi
matrices. However, the uniqueness issue for such a representation was not addressed in [GN18]. In-
deed, it is a rule in tropical algebra that tropicalizing makes things more degenerate, and uniqueness
results do not always carry over.
The first author acknowledges the support of the Gaspard Monge (PGMO) program of Fondation Mathe´matique
Hadamard, EDF, Orange and Thales, of the ICODE institute of Paris-Saclay, also of Labex Hadamard. This work
started when the second author was with INRIA, being supported by the Chateaubriand program from the French
Ministery of Foreign Affairs and by an INRIA fellowship.
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1.2. Main results. Our main result, Theorem 3.9 solves the question of the uniqueness of the weights
in the representation of tropical totally positive or nonnegative matrices by planar networks. We show
that a tropical totally positive matrix can be represented in a unique way by a weight vector of a
canonical planar network. Moreover, we characterize the weight vectors which arise in this represen-
tation, by certain “trapeze” and “parallelogram” inequalities. This theorem reveals a fundamental
discrepancy with the classical theory, in which the weights are arbitrary positive numbers: indeed, the
classical parametrization of totally positive matrices involves parameters that belong to the standard
positive cone (the hyper-orthant). Here, we need to cut out the tropical analogue of this cone by
inequalities to obtain a bijective parametrizing set. This operation eliminates regions of the parameter
space representing matrices which are tropical totally nonnegative but not totally positive.
As an application, we deduce from Theorem 3.9 a uniqueness result for the decomposition of a
tropical totally positive matrix as a product of elementary Jacobi matrices, see Corollary 4.2. We
also deduce a result concerning the factorization of totally positive matrices over a nonarchimedean
valued field: the valuation of the factors can be recovered only from the valuation of the product, if
the valuation of this product is a tropical totally positive matrix.
All the previous results are stated for a canonical planar network arising in the theory of totally
positive matrices. There are other planar networks, corresponding to different “factorization schemes”,
which lead to bijective parametrizations, and that different parametrizations are related by birational
subtraction-free transformations [FZ00]. This entails that our uniqueness results hold as well for planar
networks arising all factorization schemes (Corollary 4.8).
1.3. Related work. Beside the fundamental results on classical total positivity, on which we build
(see e.g. [BFZ96, FZ00, FJ11]), our study is motivated or inspired, directly or indirectly, by a series of
works in tropical algebra and geometry.
To understand better the nature of Theorem 3.9, it is useful to draw an analogy with Choquet’s
theory. The latter studies the descriptions of points of convex set as the barycenter of measures
supported by extreme points of the set; the tropical analogue of Choquet theory has received attention,
both in finite dimension [GK07, BSS07] and infinite dimension [AGW09]. Whereas it is a trivial fact
that a point in a classical simplex can be uniquely represented as a barycenter of its vertices, the
tropical analogue is already less trivial: it is only true that a point in the interior of a tropical simplex
can be uniquely represented as a tropical barycenter of the tropical vertices of this simplex. This
follows for instance from the representation of tropical polyhedra as polyhedral complexes, see [DS04,
Th. 15]. The representation of totally positive matrices by weights of planar networks can be thought
of as nonlinear Choquet theorem, in which the representing measure is replaced by weights. Then,
Theorem 3.9 is remarkably analogous to the Choquet theorem for tropical simplices: the uniqueness
of the representation only holds for a matrix in TPtrop, i.e., for a matrix in the interior of TNtrop(R).
More generally, a motivation comes from the study of semialgebraic sets over nonarchimedean fields.
The goal here is to understand what kind of properties of semialgebraic objects over a nonarchimedean
valued field can be inferred using images by the nonarchimedean valuation. Results in this spirit go
back to Develin and Yu [DY07], who showed that tropical polyhedra are images of nonarchimedean
polyhedra [DY07]. The tropicalization of the set of symmetric positive definite matrices has been
characterized in [Yu15]. The tropicalization of general semialgebraic sets, including spectrahedra, has
been studied in [Ale13, AGS16, JSY18]. For instance, results of [AGS16] show that under a genericity
condition on the valuations of the input, a set defined by a finite collection of polynomial inequalities
over a non-archimedean field is non-empty if and only if the set defining by “tropicalizing” these
inequalities is non-empty. i.e., “existence” results tropicalize under appropriate genericity assumptions.
It is natural to ask whether “uniqueness’ results of a semi-algebraic nature can be generally tropicalized
under appropriate conditions, Theorem 3.9 shows a special situation in which the answer is positive.
Some different issues of uniqueness of representations have been studied, in the work on tropical
Plu¨cker functions by Danilov, Karzanov and Koshevoy [DKK09], i.e., functions on some subset B of Zn
that obey tropical analogs of the classical Plu¨cker relations. This article determines bases, i.e. subsets
B′ ⊂ B such that a tropical Plu¨cker function is uniquely determined by its restriction to B′.
We finally note that tropical total positivity has been studied in several works. Most of them concern
the tropicalization of the totally positive part of the Grassmannian, [Pos06, SW05]. In the tropical
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setting, totally positive matrices are related to the totally positive Grassmanian, albeit in a weaker
way than in the classical case. Indeed, in the latter case, there is a canonical bijective transformation
(Stiefel embedding) between the space of totally positive matrices of size m×n and the totally positive
Grassmanian Gr+m,m+n, described in [Pos06]. This transformation is only an injection in the tropical
setting, see the discussion in [GN18].
2. Background materials
In this section, we recall basic properties and constructions, needed to state our results. We first
recall definitions and notation concerning the tropical structure and the notion of total positivity.
2.1. Tropical algebra. The max-plus (or tropical) semifield, denoted by Rmax, is the set R ∪ {−∞}
equipped with the laws a ⊕ b := max(a, b) and a ⊙ b := a + b. (See for instance [BCOQ92, IMS07,
ABG07, But10, MS15].) It has a zero element, 0 = −∞, and a unit element, 1 = 0. We abuse notation
by using the same symbol, Rmax for the semifield and for its ground set.
The tropical numbers can be thought of as the images by the valuation of the elements of a nonar-
chimedean field. In this perspective, a convenient, concrete, choice of ordered nonarchimedean field,
denoted by K, consists of (formal, generalized) Puiseux series with real coefficients and real exponents.
Such a series can be written as
f :=
∑
k>0
akt
bk ,(2.1)
where ak ∈ R, bk ∈ R, and (bk) is a decreasing sequence converging to −∞. The valuation of f
is defined to be the largest exponent of f , i.e., val(f) := sup{bk | ak 6= 0}, with the convention
that val(0) = −∞. A nonzero series is said to be positive if its leading coefficient is positive. This field,
or rather its complexification, K[
√−1], has been studied in [Mar10], as a canonical tool in tropical
geometry. Other natural choices of nonarchimedean fields are discussed in [Ale13, AGS16, JSY18], in
particular, fields of absolutely convergent Puiseux series are also covered in these works. The fact that
the value group of K is R (instead of Q for ordinary Puiseux series) simplifies some statements. The
fact that K is real closed (and so has the same first order theory as the field of real numbers) is also
helpful.
In tropical algebra, we are interested in relations between properties of objects defined over K and
their tropical analogues. In particular, the tropical permanent of A is defined as
per(A) := max
σ∈Sd
∑
i∈[d]
Ai,σ(i) ,(2.2)
where Sd is the set of permutations on [d] := {1, . . . , d}, and
∑
i∈[d]Ai,σ(i) is the weight of the permu-
tation σ in per(A).
We say that the n × n matrix A is (tropically) sign-nonsingular if per(A) 6= −∞ and if all the
permutations σ, such that A1,σ(1) + · · ·+An,σ(n) is of maximum weight, have the same parity. Other-
wise, A is said to be (tropically) sign-singular. We refer the reader to [BS95] for more background on
the classical notion of sign-nonsingularity, and to [GB99, ABGJ15] for its tropical version. When A is
sign-nonsingular, and Aij = valAij for some n× n matrix A with entries in K, it is easily seen that
val(det(A)) = per(A) ,
and the sign of det(A) coincide with the sign of every permutation of maximal weight in per(A). A
tropical minor is defined as the tropical permanent of a square submatrix. A tropical minor is said
to be tropically positive (resp. tropically negative) if all its permutations of maximum weight are even
(resp. odd). It is said to be tropically nonnegative (resp. tropically nonpositive) if either the above
condition holds or the submatrix is sign-singular. This terminology can be justified by embedding the
max-plus semiring in the symmetrized max-plus semiring [Plu90, AGG14].
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2.2. Total positivity and total nonnegativity. We denote by TP (resp. TN) the set of totally pos-
itive (resp. totally nonnegative) matrices over a field. These are matrices whose minors are all positive
(resp. nonnegative). The set TPt (resp. TNt) denotes matrices whose minors of size at most t are pos-
itive (resp. nonnegative). Similarly, we shall denote by TPtrop (resp. TNtrop) the set of tropical totally
positive (resp. tropical totally nonnegative) matrices, which have entries in R (resp. in Rmax). These
are matrices, such that, for every minor of the matrix, all the optimal solutions of the corresponding
optimal assignment problem are even permutations (resp., there is at least one optimal permutation
which is even). Observe that an entry of a matrix of TNtrop belongs to Rmax = R∪{−∞}; i.e., we allow
the value −∞ which is tropically nonnegative. In contrast, an entry of a matrix of TPtrop belongs to
R (all finite real numbers being tropically positive). We denote by TNtrop(R) = TNtrop the subset of
matrices in TNtrop whose entries are finite. We also denote by TPtropt (resp. TN
trop
t ) the set of matrices
with entries in R (resp. in Rmax) whose every tropical minor of size at most t is tropically positive
(resp. tropically nonnegative). We finally define TNtropt (R) to be the subset of TN
trop
t consisting of
matrices with finite entries.
2.3. Main results of [GN18] required for this paper. We studied in [GN18] the images by the
valuation of the classical classes of totally positive or totally nonnegative matrices over K, and related
the classical and tropical notions of total nonnegativity. We showed that the image by the valuation of
the set of tropical totally positive matrices is determined by the tropical nonnegativity of 2×2 minors:
TN
trop
2 (R) = TN
trop(R) = val(TN(K∗)) = val(TP(K)) ,
where TP(K) denotes the set of totally positive matrices with entries in the nonarchimedean field K,
and TN(K∗) denotes the set of totally nonnegative matrices with entries in K∗.
We also showed that TNtrop2 (R) is precisely the set of opposites of Monge matrices, named after
Gaspard Monge. The set of Monge matrices has an explicit polyhedral parametrization which follows
from results of [BKR96] and [Fie06].
Another main result of [GN18] provides a tropical analogue of a theorem of Loewner and Whit-
ney [Whi52, Loe55] and [FZ00, Theorem 12]. The classical theorem shows that any invertible totally
nonnegative matrix is a product of nonnegative elementary Jacobi matrices, a similar property holds
in the tropical setting:
val(GLn(K) ∩ TN(K)) = 〈tropical Jacobi elementary matrices〉 .
More information on Jacobi matrices will be given in §4.
2.4. Planar networks. We next recall the correspondence between totally nonnegative matrices and
planar networks, referring the reader to [FZ00, FJ11] for more information.
Definition 2.1. Let G be a weighted directed graph, whose edges are equipped with real numbers
called weights. We assume there are n distinguished nodes called sources and m other distinguished
nodes called targets. The weight of a path between two nodes is the product of the weights of the
edges of this path. Similarly, the tropical weight of this path is the sum of the weights of the edges of
this path. The transfer matrix of G is the n×m matrix whose i, j entry is the sum of weights of all
paths from source node i to target node j, for i ∈ [n] and i ∈ [m], with the convention that this sum
is 0 if such a path does not exist. In [FZ00], the term weight matrix is used instead of transfer matrix.
We chose the latter term here, as it avoids the confusion with the matrix of weights (wi,j) appearing
below. Similarly, the tropical transfer matrix of G is the n×m matrix whose i, j entry is the maximal
tropical weight of a path from source node i to target node j; by convention, this maximal weight
is −∞ if such a path does not exist. The length of a path is the number of its edges.
A graph is called planar if it can be drawn on a plane so that its edges have only endpoint-
intersections. A planar network is a weighted directed planar graph, with no cycles. Throughout, we
assume a network has n sources and n targets, numbered bottom to top, with edges assigned with real
weights. We call a planar network totally connected if for any set I of source nodes, and every set J of
target node such that |I| = |J | there exists a collection of vertex-disjoint paths such that every node
of I is connected to one node of J by one of these paths. In all the planar examples which follow, the
edges will be oriented from left to right, without indicating explicitly the orientation of the graph.
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Example 2.2. The following planar network
3
α
2
1
corresponds to the tropical transfer matrix
A =
(
1 3
4 max(6, α)
)
,
where the source nodes (at left) and the target nodes (at right) are numbered from bottom to top.
A totally connected planar network with n source and target nodes is shown in Figure 1. The
diagonal arcs, and the horizontal arcs in the middle of the network, are equipped with weights wi,j .
We refer to the matrix (wi,j) as matrix of weights. When a weight of an arc is not shown on this
graph, this weight will be interpreted as unitary (i.e., weight 1 if classical weights are considered, and
weight 0 if tropical weights are considered). This weighted planar network arises classically in the
parametrization of totally positive matrices [FZ00, Figure 2]. We shall refer to this as the canonical
totally connected planar network over n sources and n targets, denoted by Gn.
If the weights wij are thought of as indeterminates, then, a path from a source to a target node is
determined uniquely by its weight or by its tropical weight. For instance, the unique path with tropical
weight wn,n−1 + wn−1,n−1 + wn−1,n is shown by the dashed line in blue in Figure 1.
3. Parametrization of tropical totally positive matrices by planar networks
In this section, we establish our main result, Theorem 3.9, showing that a tropical totally positive
matrix can be represented in a unique way as the transfer matrix of a weighted planar network.
Definition 3.1. Let Gn be the canonical totally connected planar network with weights wij , as in
Figure 1. The uppermost path from i to j in G is the path with tropical weight
UMi,j =
{∑j
t=iwi,t, i 6 j∑i
t=j wt,j , i > j.
The notion of uppermost path is illustrated in Figure 1.
Definition 3.2. We say that the weights of Gn satisfy the (strict) trapeze inequality if
wi,i > wi,i−1 + wi−1,i−1 + wi−1,i, ∀i = 2, . . . n.
This is illustrated in Figure 2. Note that the trapezes occurring in these inequalities are central,
between consecutive levels, and minimal.
Definition 3.3. We say that the weights of Gn satisfy the (strict) parallelogram inequality if
wi,1 < wi,2 < · · · < wi,i−2 < wi,i−1 and w1,i < w2,i < · · · < wi−2,i < wi−1,i, ∀i = 2, . . . n.
In other words, the weights are increasing on every level, as one moves from the left or from the right
of the planar network towards the center. This is illustrated in Figure 3.
We shall say that the weights satisfy the weak trapeze or parallelogram inequalities if the conditions
in Definitions 3.2 and 3.3 involving strict inequalities are replaced by non strict ones.
Proposition 3.4. The weights of the canonical totally connected planar network Gn (in Figure 1)
satisfy the weak (resp. strict) trapeze and parallelogram inequalities if and only if the uppermost path
is a path (resp. the only path) of maximal tropical weight from i to j in Gn, for every i, j.
Proof. We prove only the equivalence in the case of strict inequalities. The case of weak inequalities
is similar.
⇒ : Consider an arbitrary path pi from a source i to a target j. The strict trapeze and parallelogram
inequalities allow us to perform mutation operations, which replace a path pi by another path with the
same endpoints and with a larger (tropical) weight. For instance, if the path pi contains as a subpath
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w1,1
w2,1 w1,2
w2,2
w3,1 w3,2 w2,3 w1,3
w3,3
wn−1,n−1
·
·
·
wn,n
wn,1 wn,2 wn,3 · · · wn,n−1 w1,nw2,nw3,nwn−1,n · · ·
·
·
·
·
·
·
Figure 1. The canonical totally connected planar network Gn. The uppermost
path Un−1,2 from source node n − 1 to target node 2 is shown in red (bold line).
The path with tropical weight wn,n−1 + wn−1,n−1 + wn−1,n is shown in blue (dashed
line).
wi,i−1 ∨
wi,i
wi−1,i
wi−1,i−1
Figure 2. The trapeze inequality. The (tropical) weight of the path in blue (dashed
path) is dominated by the tropical weight of the path in red (bold path) with the
same source and target.
wi,j−1 < wi,j wj−1,iwj,i >
Figure 3. The parallelogram inequalities. The (tropical) weight of the path in blue
(dashed path) is dominated by the weight of the path in red with the same endpoints.
the path with weight wi,i−1 + wi−1,i−1 + wi−1,i shown in Figure 2 (in dashed blue), replacing this
subpath by the path with weight wi,i (in red) yields a path pi
′ with the announced property. Similarly,
if pi contains as a subpath one of the paths in dashed blue in the parallelograms shown in Figure 3,
replacing this subpath by the opposite path in the parallelogram (in red), we end up again with a
path pi′ with the announced properties. Carrying out these operations until no mutation of the path
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is possible, we arrive at a path from i to j, which is necessarily a uppermost path, and whose weight
dominates the weight of pi. This mutation procedure is illustrated in Figure 4.
↑
→
→
Figure 4. Applying two parallelogram mutations followed by one trapeze mutation
to the path 3 → 1 (dashed blue) yields a uppermost path with the same endpoints
and a larger (tropical) weight (bold red).
⇐ : Our assumption entails that the uppermost path with weight wi,i is the only path of maximal
weight from i to i, for every i, and therefore
UMi,i = wi,i > wi,i−1 + wi−1,i−1 + wi−1,i, ∀i,
showing that the strict trapeze inequality holds.
Let us now assume that i < j. The uppermost path UMi,j =
∑j
t=i wi,t is the only maximal path
from i to j. Therefore
UMi,j =
j∑
t=i
wi,t = wi,j +
j−1∑
t=i
wi,t > wi−1,j +
j−1∑
t=i
wi,t = wi−1,j + UMi,j−1 ∀i < j,
which implies wi,j > wi−1,j ∀i < j, showing that the second strict parallelogram inequality in Figure 3
holds. The first of these strict parallelogram inequalities is obtained by a symmetrical argument,
assuming that i > j.

In the next definition, the map ψ is constructed so that ψ(W )ij is the weight of the uppermost path
from i to j. We shall see that ψ is invertible, and provide an explicit expression for its inverse, φ.
Definition 3.5. The map ψ : Rn×n 7→ Rn×n is defined by
ψ(W ) = (ψ(W )i,j) : ψ(W )i,j =
{∑j
t=i wi,t, i 6 j∑i
t=j wt,j , i > j ,
for every n× n matrix W = (wi,j). The map φ : Rn×n 7→ Rn×n is defined by
φ(A) = (φ(A)i,j) : φ(A)i,j =


ai,j , i = j
ai,j − ai,j−1, i < j,
ai,j − ai−1,j , i > j ,
for every n× n matrix A = (ai,j).
Proposition 3.6. The maps φ and ψ satisfy ψ ◦ φ(A) = A and φ ◦ ψ(W ) = W for all matrices
A,W ∈ Rn×n.
Proof. Suppose that A = ψ(W ). Then, φ(A)i,i = ai,i = wii. Moreover, for i < j, φ(A)i,j = ai,j −
ai,j−1 =
∑j
t=i wi,t −
∑j−1
t=i wi,t = wi,j . A dual calculus applies to the case i > j. We deduce that
φ ◦ ψ(W ) =W .
Suppose now that W = φ(A). Then, for i 6 j, ψ(W )ij =
∑j
t=i wi,t = wi,i +
∑j
t=i+1 wi,t. If i = j,
we deduce that ψ(W )ii = wii = aii. If i < j, we get the telescopic sum ψ(W )ij = ai,i +
∑i
t=i+1(ai,t −
ai,t−1) = ai,j . The case in which j > i is dual. We deduce that ψ ◦ φ(A) = A.

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We shall need the following observation.
Proposition 3.7. If A ∈ TNtrop(R) (resp. A ∈ TPtrop), the weights W := φ(A) satisfy the weak (resp.
strict) trapeze and parallelogram inequalities.
Proof. Suppose that W = φ(A), where A ∈ TNtrop(R).
Then, wi,i −wi,i−1 −wi−1,i−1 −wi−1,i = ai,i − (ai,i−1 − ai−1,i−1)− ai−1,i−1 − (ai−1,i − ai−1,i−1) =
ai,i + ai−1,i−1 − ai−1,i − ai,i−1 > 0, because the principal minor of the matrix A with indices {i− 1, i}
is tropically nonnegative.
Suppose now that i > j. Then, wi,j − wi,j−1 = ai,j − ai−1,j − (ai,j−1 − ai−1,j−1) > 0, because the
{i− 1, i} × {j − 1, j} minor of A is is tropically nonnegative.
A dual argument applies to the situation in which i < j. We conclude that W satisfies the weak
trapeze and parallelogram inequalities. If A ∈ TPtrop, we derive the strict trapeze and parallelogram
inequalities along the same lines. 
The following proposition holds for any totally connected planar network (not only for the canonical
one). It is deduced in [GN18] from the classical result showing that the ordinary transfer matrix of a
totally connected planar network is totally positive, see e.g. [FZ00, Corollary 2]. Observe that in the
tropical setting, we only get total nonnegativity. This is because when applying the nonarchimedean
valuation to a strict inequality, we only derive a weak inequality.
Proposition 3.8 ([GN18, Corollary 7.9]). The tropical transfer matrix of a planar network G is trop-
ical totally nonnegative. In particular if G is totally connected then its transfer matrix is in TNtrop(R).
In the following theorem, considering the canonical totally connected planar network Gn shown in
Figure 1, we refine the result of Proposition 3.8 by characterizing the network weights that corresponds
to tropical totally positive matrices.
Theorem 3.9. Let Gn be the planar network with weights wij, as in Figure 1.
(1) If for every i, j ∈ [n] the only path of maximal weight in Gn is UMi,j, then the transfer matrix
of Gn is in TP
trop.
(2) For every square matrix A ∈ TNtrop(R) there exists a choice of matrix of weights W = (wij),
such that A is the transfer matrix of W . This choice becomes unique if we require in addition
that the weights wi,j satisfy the weak parallelogram and trapeze inequalities.
(3) If A ∈ TPtrop then there exists a unique choice of matrix of weights W such that A is the
transfer matrix of W .
Proof. Denote by A = (ai,j) the transfer matrix of Gn.
(1) Using Proposition 3.4, the parallelogram and trapeze inequalities hold. By Theorem 3.4 and
Lemma 3.2 of [GN18], the tropical total positivity of A is equivalent to the strict inequalities
ai,j + ai−1,j−1 > ai−1,j + ai,j−1 ∀i, j ∈ [n] .(3.1)
By assumption, ai−1,j−1 = UMi−1,j−1, ai,j−1 = UMi,j−1. Assume first that i < j. Then, considering
the shape of uppermost paths, we have ai−1,j = UMi−1,j = UMi−1,j−1 + wi−1,j , and similarly, ai,j =
UMi,j−1 +wi,j . Using the parallelogram inequality, we deduce that ai,j + ai−1,j−1 − ai−1,j + ai,j−1 =
wij − wi−1,j > 0, so that (3.1) holds when i < j. The situation in which i > j is dual. If i = j, the
identity aij = UMi,j−1+wi,j is replaced by aij = aii = UMii. We deduce that ai,j+ai−1,j−1−ai−1,j+
ai,j−1 = UMi,i − UMi,i−1 − wi−1,i = wii − wi,i−1 − wi−1,i−1 − wi−1,1 > 0 by the trapeze inequality,
showing that (3.1) holds in all cases.
(2) Consider A ∈ TNtrop(R), then by Proposition 3.7 the matrix W := φ(A) satisfies the weak
trapeze and parallelogram inequalities. By Proposition 3.4, the i, j entry of the transfer matrix B
arising from the matrix of weights W coincides with the weight UMi,j of the uppermost paths. So
B = ψ(W ) by construction of ψ. We showed in Proposition 3.6 that ψ ◦ φ = Id, it follows that
A = B = ψ(W ).
Suppose now that A = ψ(W ′) whereW ′ is a matrix of weights that satisfies the weak parallelogram
and trapeze inequalities. Then by Proposition 3.6, W ′ = φ(ψ(W ′)) = φ(A), showing that W ′ is
uniquely determined by A.
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(3) We show that if A = ψ(W ) ∈ TPtrop, then the weight wi,j satisfy the strict trapeze and
parallelogram inequalities. Figure 5 is a modification of Figure 1 in which we introduce an additional
node in every level, denoted by di, ∀i ∈ [n].
di
di−1
d3
d2
d1
w1,1
w2,1 w1,2
w2,2
w3,1 w3,2 w2,3 w1,3
w3,3
wi−1,i−1
wi,i
wi,1 wi,2 wi,3 · · · wi,i−1 w1,iw2,i· · · w3,iwi−1,i
·
·
·
·
·
·
Figure 5. Proof of Theorem 3.9, part (3),(i). The trapeze inequality fails: wi,i 6
wi,i−1 + wi−1,i−1 + wi−1,i
(i). Assume that the strict trapeze inequality fails. That means that there exists minimal i such
that
wi,i 6 wi,i−1 + wi−1,i−1 + wi−1,i,
and the paths going from i to i will therefore pass through dk, for some k < i. Consider the transfer
matrices Zℓ, Zr of the sub graphs on the left and right to the red line in Figure 5 respectively. We
get A[i],[i] = Z
ℓ
[i],[i−1]⊙Zr[i−1],[i], where MI,J denotes the I × J submatrix of a matrix M and recalling
that [i] = {1, 2, ..., i}.
We recall the following classical result in tropical linear algebra: suppose that F ∈ Rm×mmax can be
factored as F = G ⊙ H where G ∈ Rm×smax , H ∈ Rs×mmax and s < m, then F is tropically singular.
Several proofs of this property have appeared (in fact, as part of stronger results on ranks of tropical
matrices), for instance see [Gau92, Theorem 10.0.1], [DSS05, Theorem 1.4] and [AGG09, Theorem 8.6].
As a result, we get that A[i],[i] is tropically singular, contradicting that A ∈ TPtrop.
(ii). Next, we assume that the strict parallelogram inequality fails. That means that there exists
i 6= j s.t. wj,i 6 wj−1,i or wj,i 6 wj,i−1. Without loss of generality, we consider the former. Ordering
all wi,j : i 6= j from right to left and from bottom to top, we choose the first pair i, j that does not
satisfy the parallelogram inequality. That is, wt,s > wt′,s′ ∀t′ < t and s′ < s for every t < i and s < j
(see Figure 6). Calculating the 2× 2 minor of rows j, j − 1 and columns i, i− 1 of the transfer matrix,
we get that the (j − 1, i− 1),(j − 1, i) and (j, i− 1) entries are obtained by the uppermost paths (also
shown on Figure 6). In particular UMj−1,i = UMj−1,i−1 + wj−1,i. However, the j, i entry is obtained
by the uppermost path from j to i− 1 concatenated by wj−1,i. Therefore,(
UMj−1,i−1 UMj−1,i
UMj,i−1 UMj,i−1wj−1,i
)
=
(
UMj−1,i−1 UMj−1,i−1wj−1,i
UMj,i−1 UMj,i−1wj−1,i
)
which is singular. Contradiction.
We showed that W satisfies the strict parallelogram and trapeze inequalities. Then the uniqueness
of W follows from the final part of statement (2) of the theorem.

As an immediate consequence of the proof of Theorem 3.9, we get the following result.
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i
i− 1
j
j − 1wj−1,j−1
< wj,j−1 wj−1,j >
wi−1,i−1
·
·
·
wi,i
wi,j−1 wi,j · · · wi,i−1 wj−1,i > · · · >wj,i 6wi−1,i · · ·
<
. . .
<
<
. . .
<
>
...
>
>
...
>
Figure 6. Proof of Theorem 3.9, part (3),(ii). The parallelogram inequality fails:
wj,i 6 wj−1,i (edge in red). Only three of four uppermost paths (dashed blue paths)
determine the {j − 1, j} × {i − 1, i} minor. The j, i entry of this minor is given by
UMj,i−1wj−1,i.
Proposition 3.10. The transformation ψ sends bijectively the set W ⊂ Rn×n of matrices of weights
that satisfy the weak trapeze and parallelogram inequalities to TNtrop(R). Similarly, ψ sends bijectively
the interior of W to TPtrop. 
Remark 3.11. The planar network in Example 2.2 illustrates the uniqueness result in Theorem 3.9. If
a22 > 6, then, the matrix A is tropical totally positive, and the only matrix of weight which yields A
as a transfer matrix is obtained for α = a2,2. If a2,2 = 6, then, A ∈ TNtrop(R), and any weight α 6 6
yields the transfer matrix A.
Example 3.12. Let G3 be the canonical totally connected planar network shown in Figure 7, and let A
be its tropical transfer matrix:

w1,1 w1,1 ⊙ w1,2 w1,1 ⊙ w1,2 ⊙ w1,3
w2,1 ⊙ w1,1 w2,1 ⊙ w1,1 ⊙ w1,2 ⊕ w2,2 w2,1 ⊙ w1,1 ⊙ w1,2 ⊙ w1,3⊕
w2,2 ⊙ w1,3 ⊕ w2,2 ⊙ w2,3
w3,1 ⊙ w2,1 ⊙ w1,1 w3,1 ⊙ w2,1 ⊙ w1,1 ⊙ w1,2⊕ w3,1 ⊙ w2,1 ⊙ w1,1 ⊙ w1,2 ⊙ w1,3⊕
w3,1 ⊙ w2,2 ⊕ w3,2 ⊙ w2,2 (w3,1 ⊕ w3,2)⊙ w2,2 ⊙ (w2,3 ⊕ w1,3)
⊕w3,3


.
w1,1
w2,1 w1,2
w2,2
w3,1 w3,2 w2,3 w1,3
w3,3
Figure 7. The canonical totally connected planar network G3
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If the weights satisfy the trapeze and parallelogram inequalities, then, the transfer matrix becomes
(3.2) A =


w1,1 w1,1 ⊙ w1,2 w1,1 ⊙ w1,2 ⊙ w1,3
w2,1 ⊙ w1,1 w2,2 w2,2 ⊙ w2,3
w3,1 ⊙ w2,1 ⊙ w1,1 w3,2 ⊙ w2,2 w3,3

 ∈ TPtrop .
4. Uniqueness of the factorization of tropical totally positive matrices in terms of
Jacobi matrices
We now apply Theorem 3.9 to deduce a uniqueness result for the factorization of tropical totally
positive matrices. As recalled above, a classical theorem of Loewner and Whitney shows that every
invertible totally nonnegative matrix is a product of elementary Jacobi matrices with nonnegative
entries, see [Loe55], [Whi52], and Theorem 12 of [FZ00]. Moreover, if one considers a specific sequence
of n2 elementary Jacobi matrices, then one gets a bijective parametrization. To explain the latter
point, and to derive a tropical analogue of this parametrization result, some further definitions are in
order. We follow the notation of [FZ00]. If s is a scalar parameter, and i ∈ [n], the Jacobi matrix xi(s)
is the n× n matrix
xi(s) = I + sEi,i+1
where I is the identity matrix, and Eij denotes the (i, j) element of the canonical basis of R
n×n, with 1
in position (i, j) and 0 elsewhere. We also set
x i¯ (s) = I + sEi+1,i
and
x©i (s) = I + (s− 1)Ei,i .
For instance, when n = 3,
x1(s) =

 1 s 00 1 0
0 0 1

 , x 2¯ (s) =

 1 0 00 1 0
0 s 1

 , x©3 (s) =

 1 0 00 1 0
0 0 s

 .
We consider the alphabet A := {1, . . . , n− 1, ©1 , . . . , ©n , 1, . . . , n− 1}. Given a word i = (i1, . . . , ik) ∈
A
k, and a vector of parameters s = (s1, . . . , sk), we define
xi(s) = xi1(s1) . . . xik(sk) .
The transfer matrix of the planar network Gn coincides with xi(s) for some special word i, where the
entries of s are precisely the weights wij , listed in a suitable order.
Indeed, consider the words
i¯1 := (n− 1), i¯2 := (n− 2, n− 1), . . . , i¯n−1 = (1¯, . . . , n− 1),
in−1 = (n− 1, . . . , 1), . . . , i2 := (n− 1, n− 2), i1 := (n− 1),
and consider the concatenated word, which is of length n2,
i⋆ := i¯1 . . . i¯n−1©1 . . . ©n i¯n−1 . . . i¯1 .(4.1)
Observe that these words are constructed in a transparent way from the canonical planar network in
Figure 1. We divide the planar network Gn into three parts, reading the weights in columns. The
first part (left of the network) consists of n− 1 layers with only horizontal or descending arcs, having
weights wi,j s.t. i > j. The third part (right of the network) is symmetric to the first one, it consists
of n− 1 layers with only horizontal or ascending arcs, having weights wi,j with i < j.
The word i¯1 is associated to the first layer, i¯2 to the second layer, etc. Each letter of i¯k corresponds
to a descending arc in the layer k, i.e., the only letter n− 1 in i¯1 corresponds to the arc from row
n to row n − 1 with weight wn,1 in layer 1, the two letters n− 2, n− 1 in i¯2 correspond to the two
descending arcs from rows n − 1 to n − 2, and from rows n to n − 1, with respective weights wn−1,1
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and wn,2, etc. We now order the parameters wij layer by layer, consistently with the order of letters
inside each layer. Hence, we set
S⋆i (W ) := (wn,1, wn−1,1, wn,2, . . . , w2,1, w3,1, . . . , wn,n−1, w1,1, . . . , wn,n,(4.2)
wn−1,n, . . . , w1,2, . . . , w2,n, w1,n−1, w1,n)
It follows from the interpretation of matrix multiplication in terms of concatenation of paths that
xi⋆(Si⋆(W ))
is precisely the transfer matrix of the graph Gn equipped with the weights W = (wij). Theorem 13
of [FZ00] shows that the map s → xi⋆(s) is a bijection from Rn2>0 to the set of n × n totally positive
matrices. That is, each totally positive matrix can be written as xi⋆(s) for some s ∈ Rn2>0, where such s
is unique.
In other words, the sequence of Jacobi elementary matrices in the factorization of the transfer
matrix, corresponds to the sequence of weights in (4.2), in a way that the Jacobi elementary matrix
that corresponds to wi,j is:
(4.3) xi−1(wi,j) where i > j, xi(wi,j) where i < j and x©i (wi,i) where i = j (see example 4.1).
Example 4.1. The transfer matrix

w1,1 w1,1w1,2 w1,1w1,2w1,3
w2,1w1,1 w2,1w1,1w1,2 + w2,2 w2,1w1,1w1,2w1,3+
w2,2w1,3 + w2,2w2,3
w3,1w2,1w1,1 w3,1w2,1w1,1w1,2+ w3,1w2,1w1,1w1,2w1,3+
w3,1w2,2 + w3,2w2,2 (w3,1 + w3,2)w2,2(w2,3 + w1,3)
+w3,3


of the canonical planar network in Figure 7 can be factored as
x2(w3,1)x1(w2,1)x2(w3,2)x©1 (w1,1)x©2 (w2,2)x©3 (w3,3)x2(w2,3)x1(w1,2)x2(w1,3),
corresponding to the weight sequence (w3,1, w2,1, w3,2, w1,1, w2,2, w3,3, w2,3, w1,2, w1,3), and to the word
i⋆ = 2¯1¯2¯©1 ©2 ©3 212.
We now tropicalize the previous constructions. We define the matrices xtropi (s) := I
trop⊕s⊙Etropi,i+1,
where Itrop denotes the tropical identity matrix, and Etropi,j the (i, j) matrix of the canonical tropical
basis, hence (xtropi (s))ij = 0 for i = j, (x
trop
i (s))i,i+1 = s, and xi,j = −∞ otherwise. Similarly,
x
trop
i¯
(s) := Itrop ⊕ s ⊙ Etropi+1,i. Finally, xtrop©i (s) is defined as the matrix whose diagonal entries are
0, . . . , 0, s, 0, . . . , 0 (s is in ith position), and whose off-diagonal entries are −∞, so xtrop©i (s) is a tropical
diagonal matrix. For instance, when n = 3,
x
trop
1 (s) =

 0 s −∞−∞ 0 −∞
−∞ −∞ 0

 , xtrop
2¯
(s) =

 0 −∞ −∞−∞ 0 −∞
−∞ s 0

 , xtrop©3 (s) =

 0 −∞ −∞−∞ 0 −∞
−∞ −∞ s

 .
Then, for i = (i1, . . . , ik) ∈ Ak, given a vector of real parameters s = (s1, . . . , sk), we define
x
trop
i (s) := x
trop
i1
(s1)⊙ · · · ⊙ xtropik (sk)
Corollary 4.2. If A is a tropical totally positive matrix, there exists a unique vector s ∈ Rn2 such
that xtropi⋆ (s) = A, where i
⋆ is the canonical word (4.1).
Proof. By construction of the word i⋆, xtrop(s(W )) is precisely the tropical transfer matrix of the
planar network Gn equipped with tropical weights wij . Then, the existence and uniqueness of the
weights wij follows from Theorem 3.9. 
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Example 4.3. In analogy with example 4.1, if the weights in Figure 7 satisfy the strict trapeze and
parallelogram inequalities, then the factorization of its TPtrop transfer matrix in (3.2) is
x2(w3,1)⊙ x1(w2,1)⊙ x2(w3,2)⊙ x©1 (w1,1)⊙
x©2 (w2,2)⊙ x©3 (w3,3)⊙ x2(w2,3)⊙ x1(w1,2)⊙ x2(w1,3),
and the weights wij are uniquely determined by the transfer matrix.
We next translate Corollary 4.2 in terms of matrices over the nonarchimedean field K.
Corollary 4.4. Suppose that A ∈ Kn×n is the transfer matrix of the planar network Gn, equipped
with weights wij in the nonarchimedean field K. Assume in addition that val(A) is a tropical totally
positive matrix. Then, the valuation of the weights wij can be computed knowing only the valuations
of the entries Aij .
Proof. By assumption, we have A = xi⋆(S⋆i (W )), whereW = (wij) ∈ Kn×n is the collection of weights.
Since the valuation is a morphism from K>0 to Rmax, we deduce that val(A) = xtropi⋆ (S⋆i (valW )). By
Corollary 4.2, the sequence of tropical weights S⋆i (valW ), or equivalently, the matrix valW , is uniquely
determined by the matrix val(W).

Remark 4.5. The assumption that val(A) ∈ TPtrop is essential in Corollary 4.4. Consider, for a > 0,
TP(K) ∋ A :=
(
1 1
1 1 + t−a
)
=
(
1 0
1 1
)(
1 0
0 t−a
)(
1 1
0 1
)
= xi⋆(1, 1, t
−a, 1) .
So the valuation −a = valw22 in the bottom-right entry of the central factor cannot be recovered from
valA = ( 0 00 0 ). In contrast, the weight w22 ∈ K is uniquely determined by A. This loss of uniqueness
modulo valuation is easily explained: w22 can be expressed from the entries Aij by an expression
involving a subtraction, and this expression does not “tropicalize”.
Fomin and Zelevinski have characterized in [FZ99, FZ00] the words j in the alphabet A that yield
(bijective) parametrizations of the set of totally positive matrices by the standard positive cone. These
words are called factorization schemes. We recall briefly one of their characterizations. This character-
ization involves the presentation of the symmetric group in n letters by the transpositions τ1, . . . , τn−1,
permuting consecutive indices. These transpositions satisfy τ2i = 1, τiτj = τjτi for |i − j| > 2, and
τjτiτj = τiτjτi. A word in the letters τi is said to be reduced if it is of minimal length among all
the words that yield a given permutation. This minimal length is precisely the number of inversions
of the permutation. Among all permutations, there is one permutation σ maximizing the number of
inversions: σ reverses the order of 1, . . . , n. A word j is a factorization scheme if it is a shuffle of a
reduced word in the alphabet {1, . . . , n} representing the permutation σ, of another reduced word in
the alphabet {1¯, . . . , n¯} representing the same permutation, and of any word obtained from ©1 , . . . , ©n
by a reordering. Recall that a shuffle of two words j and k is an interleaving of these words (it contains
all the characters of j and k, counting with multiplicities, and respects the order of all characters in
individual words). The word i⋆ constructed in (4.1) is an example of factorization scheme. It is shown
in Theorem 23 of [FZ00] that if j is a factorization scheme, then the map s 7→ xj(s) is a bijection from
Rn×n>0 to TP. In this way, different factorization schemes lead to different parametrizations of totally
positive matrices. If j and k are factorization schemes, then one can consider the transition map Rj,k
defined by
xj(s) = xk(Rk,j(s)) , ∀s ∈ Rn
2
>0 ,(4.4)
i.e., the map which associates to s ∈ Rn2>0 the unique s′ ∈ Rn
2
>0 such that xk(s
′) = xj(s). The map Rj,k
is a rational transformation that is subtraction-free, meaning that every coordinate map of Rj,k can be
expressed in terms of the parameters si using only sums, products and divisions. Moreover,
Rj,k ◦Rk,j = IRn2
>0
.(4.5)
The same is true in the tropical setting.
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Theorem 4.6 (Corollary of [FZ00], see also [BFZ96]). For all factorization schemes j and k, there is
a tropical rational transformation Rtropk,j : R
n2 → Rn2 such that
x
trop
j (s) = x
trop
k (R
trop
k,j (s)) .(4.6)
Moreover,
R
trop
k,j ◦Rtropj,k = IRn2 .(4.7)
Proof. This is indeed an immediate consequence of the proof of Theorem 23 of [FZ00], using the
observation, already made in [BFZ96], that a subtraction free rational fraction over the set of positive
numbers defines a tropical rational fraction over the reals. Moreover, if a subtraction free rational
transformation R coincides with the identity map on Rn
2
>0, then its numerator and denominator seen as
formal polynomials must coincide, which entails that the corresponding tropical rational transformation
is the identity on Rn
2
. Hence, (4.7) follows from (4.5). 
Example 4.7. To give an example of the correspondence between Rj,k and R
trop
j,k , used in the proof of
Theorem 4.6, consider the following commutation relation from [FZ00], which holds for i ∈ [n− 1] and
j = i+ 1,
xi(s1)x©i (s2)x©j (s3)xi(s4) = xi(s
′
1)x©i (s
′
2)x©j (s
′
3)xi(s
′
4) ,(4.8)
where
s′1=
s3s4
T
, s′2=T , s
′
3=
s2s3
T
, s′4=
s1s3
T
, T =s2 + s1s3s4 .
This defines a map R : s 7→ s′. The tropical analogue of relation (4.8) is
x
trop
i (s1)⊙ xtrop©i (s2)⊙ xtrop©j (s3)⊙ xtropi (s4) = x
trop
i
(s′1)⊙ xtrop©i (s′2)⊙ xtrop©j (s′3)⊙ xtropi (s′4),
where
s′1 = s3 + s4 − T , s′2 = T , s′3 = s2 + s3 − T , s′4 = s1 + s3 − T , T = max(s2, s1 + s3 + s4) .
Corollary 4.8. If A is a tropical totally positive matrix, and if j is an arbitrary factorization scheme,
there exists a unique vector s ∈ Rn2 such that xtropj (s) = A.
Proof. By Theorem 4.6, there exists an invertible tropical rational transformation R : Rn
2 → Rn2 such
that xj(s) = xi(R(s)). Then, the corollary follows from Corollary 4.2. 
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